
8:10 AM CT Weather Forecast

Monday, May 13, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü High temperatures today running above 

normal in the mid to upper 70s F. 

ü Lows bottom out in the mid 50s F tomorrow 

AM.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Any sun observed today will be across the AM 

hours as skies continue to cloud up with time 

into the PM with rain chances entering 

ü Winds sustained from the SW at 7 - 12 mph 

ü Once showers/storms enter gusts can reach 

into the 25 - 35 mph range, but not favoring 
severe storms  

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Favoring dry conditions leading up through the early afternoon. Would need to watch between 3 -5 PM for scattered showers and storms to enter (start time 

is anywhere between 3-5 PM). From there 5 PM through 3 AM is the best window for pulses of light showers. From 3 AM  - 3 PM tomorrow, this transitions to 

more of a drizzle/light shower threat intermittently 

Rain Totals: 

This will be a messier setup with lower confidence overall on exact amounts. Ranges of 0.25 -0.75” favored, but the risk is to lean more on the upper end of 

this range. 

Dew/Frost: 

Dew formation will not occur for tomorrow AM, surfaces remain wet from overnight rains 



10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall Totals: Next 5 Days

ü TUE: Scattered showers and storms are favored to 

continue into TUE AM, tapering off moving into the 

afternoon. Chances favored to exit near 6-8 PM

ü WED: Favoring dry conditions for Wednesday

ü THU: Scattered showers will work into the area THU late 

AM/early PM with exact timing still needing fine tuned

ü FRI: Scattered showers to continue across the area FRI 

AM and early PM before exiting to the east. PM can trend 

drier as a risk compared to the 10-day chances above

ü SAT: Likely dry for vast portion of the day. Isolated low-

end afternoon showers/storms possible

Temperatures:
ü Below normal temps are short 

lived TUE/WED behind today’s 

rain system 

ü Gradual warmup follows THU-SUN 

with temperatures returning to 

above normal by FRI/SAT.

ü AM Lows consistently in the 50s. 

Clouds: 
ü TUE: Likely cloudy for most of the day as rain chances 

don’t taper off until 6 -8 PM 
ü WED: best day for abundant sunshine 

ü THU/FRI: Cloudy skies Thu for the most part with a mix 
of sun and clouds and potential clearing, especially on 

FRI PM. 

ü SAT: Partly cloudy outside of rain chances

Winds: 
ü TUE: 20-25 mph gusts possible in the PM 

ü WED/THU: Nothing too excessive noted with the wind 
gusts 

ü FRI/SAT: A few storms can produce gusts to 35 mph 

but outside of this winds generally look to remain at 20 
mph or less 
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